MEET THE PRESS: 12
YEARS OF
UNCHALLENGED CHENEY
CLAIMS ABOUT IRAQ
AND AL QAEDA
Chuck Todd figured the best way to engage in
journalism after the release of the Torture
Report was not to invite one of the many
interrogators who objected to torture or, having
performed it, learned that it damaged them as
much as the detainee (Kudos to ABC and CNN for
having done so), but instead to invite Dick
Cheney on to defend anal rape (which Todd did
not call anal rape).
And while Todd had a Tim Russert style gotcha —
Dick Cheney predicting 20 years ago that
overthrowing Saddam would lead to the
disintegration of Iraq and untold chaos — when
Dick Cheney explained that 9/11 changed that
earlier analysis, Todd offered the most impotent
rebuttal, noting that the report undermines that
claim, without doing any of several things:

Rather than engaging in
“report says he says” two
side false equivalency,
point out that the evidence
— the facts — refute that
Pointing
out
the
new
evidence, offered by Carl
Levin this week, that Cheney
had knowingly and repeatedly
lied on Meet the Press about
this topic
Reminding Cheney that CIA
and DOD set off to find a
way to “exploit,” not just

“interrogate” detainees, and
on the measure of producing
false confessions to be used
propaganda, the torture was
a key part of starting an
illegal war that led to the
death of 4,000 Americans and
untold Iraqis
Todd, of course, did none of those things.
I guess Meet the Press believes they’ll return
to the glory of the Tim Russert era if they do
the same thing Tim Russert did in his last
years, offer Cheney a platform to lie and lie
and lie.
For 12 years now, Meet the Press has been
willing platform for unchallenged Dick Cheney
lies.

